Literature examination shows that information search engines in Arabic are few compared to those available in English and other languages. Additionally, search engines face many problems when programmed in the Arabic language, including difficulty and uncertainty. Employing Genetic Algorithm within the search scheme to improve performance and exactness and tackle issues with non-accurateness of search systems in which Arabic content is used can be considered an advancement. An enhanced search scheme that provides exactness, precision, and performance by applying the Genetic Algorithm Technique to Arabic content is presented in this paper. Based on the user starting page selection, the system employs its dynamic characteristics to search related pages on the Web. A series of experiments has been conducted to test the quality and effectiveness of the proposed system by means of well-known test-base collections -namely, CISI, CACM, and NPL -and 242 Arabic-content sites. General results revealed that the proposed system retrieved the largest number of appropriate documents and minimal non-related documents with respect to user requests in high-performance information retrieval systems that use the Genetic Algorithm.
Introduction
Considerable research has been done based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) techniques to improve Web search engines. Results show that GA techniques have the potential to enhance Web search performance and correctness and its application in Information Retrieval (IR). An IR system deals with different data collections. The growing number of Arabic documents on the Web signals the need for advanced and improved Web search engines that retrieve related Arabic documents with high correctness and less time based on user requests. Precision, percentage of the retrieved related-documents and recall are measures used to determine the IR system's effectiveness and correctness (Abdelmgeid, 2007; Hammo, 2009) .
Employing GA in the search engine design provides better performance and correctness of the search results (Aissiou and Guerti, 2009) . Theoretically, the GA system's input is represented by a population of individuals called "chromosomes," either randomly generated or created from a preknowledge set. The processes of selection, mutation, and crossover in GA system describe the generation of the "chromosome" process. The best of the finest chromosomes represents the GA system output (Lawrence and Giles, 1998; Lawrence and Giles, 1999) .
Literature investigation indicates that information search systems available in Arabic are few compared to those programmed in English and other languages. Additionally, search systems face many problems when used with the Arabic language, including difficulty and uncertainty. Also, employing GA algorithm to improve search engine performance and effectiveness and eliminate non-accurateness in Arabic systems is advancement. In this research paper, we have introduced an improved GA-based system that handles problems with Web search engines' low performance, slowness, and non-accurateness. A series of experiments has been conducted to test the performance, quality, and effectiveness of the proposed system by means of the well-known testbase collections CISI, CACM, and NPL, as well as 242 Arabic content sites.
Information Retrieval Systems Survey
Much research has been done on conventional IR systems. Abdelmgeid (2007) has presented and analyzed some of these studies as follows:
Boolean model
A binary index is employed that determines whether a term in one document is significant or not. The query language is used to represent the user's requests based on logical operations that include AND, OR, and NOT. Obviously, the user results from the query processing contain documents that fully match the required criteria (Dean and Henzinger, 1999).
Vector space mode
A document is represented as a vector in an n-dimensional space (n represents the number of unique terms that can be used to define the documents) and the query is created from the relations delivered in the user request. The IR system retrieves and orders the documents with a greater likeness based on the user request, which means that documents with higher likeness are considered more relevant and consequently must be retrieved by the system with a higher position in the retrieved list (Gibson et al., 1998) .
Probabilistic model
A system's structure and operation mode are totally dependent upon probability theory. Further, Chau and Chen (2008) show that the collection of documents and its related parameters are used to build the parameterized search function criteria.
Crawler-based search engine
The structure of this type of search engine contains a mechanism to create and update the engine's listings. Google is perhaps the best-known example of a crawler-based search engine. Further examples can be seen in Kluev (2000) and Kumar et al. (1999a) .
Human-powered directories
The construction and its listings depend on humans' submissions and updates. The description submitted is used for search matches. Updating the structure has no meaning for or value to the listing update. Further details and explanations can be seen in Chakrabarti et al. (1999) .
Web Search Algorithms
There are many popular Web search algorithms undergirding crawler-based engines, such as Breadth-first and Best-first (Kian and Zahedi, 2011) . Additionally, Spreading Activation (Chen et al., 1998) and Genetic Algorithm techniques are also proposed as a foundation for Web search engines. An additional study dealing with Arabic content application can be found in Aljuaid et al. (2010) .
3.1 Breadth-first search Web pages in the current level are searched in the order in which they were discovered before pages in the next level are searched. Generally, this type of search is used to create document collections for general Web search engines (Kian and Zahedi, 2011) .
Best-first search
This is one of the most common Web search algorithm employed in crawlers. In this algorithm, the heuristics (based on previous search results) are employed in the search ranking and queue order. Non-promising Universal Resource Locators (URLs) are placed in the back of the queue, where they rarely get a chance to be visited (Bergmark, 2002; Bergmark et al., 2002; Chakrabarti et al., 2007) . Obviously, this type of search algorithm is more common than the breadth-first search algorithm since it examines the relevant page locations and avoids retrieving non-related pages. Generally, GA executes the evolution process to reach the optimization state by using selection, crossover, and mutation operators (McCallum et al., 1992; Michalewicz, 1996; Gibson et al., 1998; Kumar et al., 1999b) .
The Proposed Algorithm Description
Many researchers, in the last decade, have considered building Web search engines with high precision and performance. The idea behind the design is the crawling process, in which the requested page or URL is directed to a related Web page (or not) before the fetching process is attained. In general, visiting the requested page is done in an optimal order in which high-quality pages are visited first. The objective of this research is to build a Web search algorithm based on GA that is characterized by higher precision, correctness, and recall compared with conventional Web search algorithms, especially when applied to Arabic content. The proposed algorithm is a combination of conventional Web search and GA techniques. Based on the user starting page selection, the system employs its dynamic characteristics to search the related pages on the Web. The proposed GA algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 . Additionally, the GA uses a crossover operation, which involves the mixing of two chromosomes to create a new one, as well as a mutation operation, which includes the adjustment of the gene values of a result with a given probability to yield the required chromosomes. The performance measure employed in this GA is the cosine fitness function adopted by Abdelmgied (2007) . Further details about these GA operators and the fitness function can be found in Abdelmgeid (2007) .
Step #1: Initial solutions (samples) are randomly generated.
Step #2: All solutions' (samples) fitness function is measured. Reproduction and selection process are initiated based on fitness function by using different selection methods, such as stochastic universal and rank tournament.
Step #3: The selected individuals are processed using the GA operators (inversion, crossover, and mutations) to generate new ones. These GA operators allow to reach good solutions and to create new solutions.
Step #4: Repeat Step #2 until the ending state is reached. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
A series of experiments has been conducted to test the proposed algorithm's performance, correctness, and quality. After the system is initialized with the initial parameters and relevant values to reach the current generation set, then the user inputs the simple query Web page URLs and the search keywords, such as information retrieval, input starting URLs, and keywords. The universal keyword sets (S1-S5) are built by expanding the relevancy of each keyword, as shown in the example below. The keyword domain chromosome is created for each initial URL. The chromosome structure consists of a series of 1's and 0's. 1 means the keyword is in the S, while 0 means it is not in the S. Table 1 shows the initial GA algorithm form of the chromosome. Alternatively, user requests and user rankings of collective sets of keywords are used to form the most appropriate keyword domain. Table 2 presents the chromosome structure for both fixed and dynamic keyword domains. The relevance of particular keywords, based on existing domain, is represented on a standard scale (0 to 10) that is presented in Table 2, while Table 3 presents the URL and its ranking values. There two options to establish the value of the chromosome set, either by using the standard scale (Table 2) or by using the chromosomes' dynamic size (Table 3) .
Example of universal keyword sets
• S1: Computer database, IR, Computer networks, ‫الحاسوب"‬ ‫",شبكات‬ improvements, approach, multiple, query, relation, " ‫قة‬ ‫",ع‬ relational, retrieval, Databases, ‫البيانات"‬ ‫",قواعد‬ queries, relational databases, ‫ئقية"‬ ‫ع‬ ‫بيانات‬ ‫",قاعدة‬ relational database, us, carat.dat, gqp.dat, orus.dat, query. Opt • S2: information, ‫",معلومات"‬ information retrieval, information storage, " ‫وعاء‬ ‫معلومات‬ ," indexing, retrieval, ‫",تنقيب"‬ storage, us.
• S3: Artificial intelligence, ‫صناعي"‬ ‫",ذكاء‬ information retrieval systems, " ‫نظم‬ ‫البيانات‬ ‫عن‬ ‫التقيب‬ ," information retrieval, indexing, natural language processing, ‫الطبيعية"‬ ‫اللغات‬ ‫",معالجة‬ us, dbms.ai.
• S4: Fuzzy set theory, " ‫النظرية‬ ‫الضبابية‬ ," information retrieval systems, indexing, performance, ‫",كفاءة"‬ retrieval systems, " ‫نظم‬ ‫البيانات‬ ‫عن‬ ‫التنقيب‬ ," retrieval, queries, us.
• S5: Information retrieval systems, " ‫التنقيب‬ ‫نظم‬ ‫البيانات‬ ‫عن‬ ," indexing, ‫",الفھرسة"‬ retrieval, stairs, us.
Collective set of all keywords
Computer database, IR, Computer networks, ‫الحاسوب"‬ ‫",شبكات‬ improvements, approach, multiple, query, ‫قة"‬ ‫",ع‬ relation, relational, retrieval, Databases, ‫البيانات"‬ ‫",قواعد‬ queries, relational databases, ‫ئقية"‬ ‫ع‬ ‫بيانات‬ ‫",قاعدة‬ relational database, us, carat.dat, gqp.dat, orus.dat, query. Opt, information, ‫",معلومات"‬ information retrieval, information storage, " ‫وعاء‬ ‫معلومات‬ ," indexing, retrieval, ‫",تنقيب"‬ storage, us, Artificial intelligence, ‫صناعي"‬ ‫",ذكاء‬ information retrieval systems, " ‫نظم‬ ‫البيانات‬ ‫عن‬ ‫التقيب‬ ," information retrieval, indexing, natural language processing, ‫الطبيعية"‬ ‫اللغات‬ ‫",معالجة‬ us, dbms.ai, Fuzzy set theory, " ‫ا‬ ‫لنظرية‬ ‫الضبابية‬ ," information retrieval systems, indexing, performance, ‫",كفاءة"‬ retrieval systems, " ‫نظم‬ ‫البيانات‬ ‫عن‬ ‫التنقيب‬ ," retrieval, queries, us, Information retrieval systems, " ‫نظم‬ ‫عن‬ ‫التنقيب‬ ‫",البيانات‬ indexing, ‫",الفھرسة"‬ retrieval, stairs, us. S1  k1  k4  k5  k6  S2  k2  k3  k6  S3  k1  k2  k4  k6  k7 5.3 Content-based analysis selection The Jaccard's similarity function is used through this selection method. The fitness function value of the objective Web page is calculated, which represents the likeness between the page and a domain dictionary. Larger fitness values represent more pages that are related to the domain dictionary and, hence, are more likely to be appropriate to the target domain. Repeated process is applied to calculate all fitness values of all S's and URLs in the current generation. The resulted pages with higher fitness values are sorted and the best stemmed chromosome, which is structured based on the optimal keyword domain, will be submitted by the user to keep a replica for the purpose of alteration operations and continue the same process. Otherwise, the previous process will be repeated until the optimal keyword domain is produced according to user requirements. The larger fitness values determine the probability of a page to persist in this selection procedure by using a contest selection. Subsequently, the persisting pages are retained in local page depositories and the residual pages are marked as irrelevant (Table 4, Table 5 , and Table 6 ). Results revealed that the average fitness (Jaccard's score) of the starting URL is 0.27643 and the resulting optimized chromosomes in the population are given in Table 7 . As most of the previous studies of the search schemes deal with collection of English content only, a comparison with a conventional search scheme is not appropriate. However, it can be seen that the proposed GA scheme yields better search results compared to the conventional and non-Arabic IR system presented in Abdelmgeid, (2007) . The GA scheme has a direct effect on the number of terms and the fitness function value. 
Conclusion
This paper presented an enhanced GA-based system that handles the problems of Arabic Web search engines' low performance, slowness, and non-accurateness and conducted a series of experiments to test the performance, quality, and effectiveness of the proposed system by means of well-known test-base collections CISI, CACM, and NPL as well as 242 Arabic content sites. The proposed technique is used to determine domain collections for standard search engines. The fitness function is calculated based on the user query. Additionally, a mechanism during the initialization phase is presented to the user according to his information about the required query and also provides a real presentation of the chromosomes used in the earlier techniques. The proposed GA algorithm yields a set of Web pages and is targeted at maximizing the fitness function. The resulting pages with higher fitness values are sorted and the best stemmed chromosome, which is structured based on the optimal keyword domain, is submitted by the user to keep a replica for alteration purposes and to continue the same process. Results revealed that the average fitness (Jaccard's score) of the starting URL is 0.27643 and that the proposed system provided optimized chromosomes in the population when applied to the standard test collection, including Arabic content.
